Facilities Management
February 19th, 2015
To:

Bob Moyer
Central Heating Plant Personnel
George Borello
Scott Lawton

From:

Gary Buckman
Director – Maintenance and Operations

Subject:
Protocol for Emergency Lock Changes – Residence Halls
______________________________________________________________________
In an effort to clarify our protocols for card access failures on the
campus after our operational first shift ends (Monday – Friday 7:30am –
4pm, 6:30am – 3pm summer hours) Central Heating Plant and Structural
personnel shall adhere to the following guidelines:
1) When a phone call is received from the campus to the Central
Heating Plant regarding a problem with card access entry, Central
Heating Plant personnel are to contact the structural general
mechanic on shift to respond to the call (Monday – Friday, 3pm to
11pm after our operational first shift leaves).
2) It is the general mechanic’s responsibility to assess the problem and
attempt to make a repair. After 11pm, Monday – Friday, and on
weekends it will be the Central Heating Plant personnel’s
responsibility to assess the problem and attempt to make a repair.
3) When it is determined that a temporary core change needs to be
installed the appropriate employee will use the premade cores and
control key, then install the core. Keys will be delivered to the RA
office and a call will be made to the RD on call phone 845.532.6765
and our employee will notify the Residence Hall staff that the keys
are delivered. It is Residence Life’s responsibility to deliver the keys
to the students.

4) The employee that made the core change will properly identify
which buildings and rooms the cores were installed in with the
envelopes provided in the kit and will keep the core box kit in an
organized working order.
5) The Central Heating Plant Utilities Engineer II will monitor the kit, and
inform the lock shop that new cores need to be cut. Central Heating
Plant staff will bring the kit to the lock shop for restocking.
6) If there is an issue during the core installation which cannot be
resolved (broken tail pin, etc.) then the Central Heating Plant
personnel should follow our recall overtime procedures (In
accordance with CSEA Articles 27 and 44). They will start with the
lock shop personnel for each call back and if there is no response
they will contact the structural shop personnel. If you have any
questions as to who is currently on this list, then the Plant Utilities
Engineer II should contact the Maintenance Supervisor II for
clarification.
The reasoning behind this protocol is simple. It is to expedite our ability to
provide a resolution to allow a student to gain access to their room and
not be impacted or locked out of their living space during a temporary
lock failure.

Facilities Management
November 6th, 2013
To:

Central Heating Plant Personnel

From:

Gary Buckman
Interim Director – Maintenance and Operations

Subject:
Protocol Regarding Instances of Vomiting on Campus
______________________________________________________________________
I recently held a meeting with Residence Life and to its conclusion
I am directing the Central Heating Plant to adhere to the following
protocol regarding their role in a situation where an individual has gotten
sick and vomited at the campus. This will be two parts primarily with the
Residence Halls, but I will also speak to a rare condition that an incident
happens off hours in Academic space.

Residence Hall Incident Off Hours
It is the responsibility of the RD/RA to assess any incident of vomiting off
hours and contact the Central Heating Plant at x3327. Our Plant Utilities
Engineer will take the call and write down the location of the incident.
They will then go down the emergency call Custodial Services personnel
list, in order, until they reach an employee available to perform the
cleanup (They should not have to contact the Assistant Director of
Custodial Services for any reason until they have run through the entire list
with no one stating they will come in). They will ask the custodial
employee their estimated arrival time, and then call the requestor back
and let them know when we will tentatively be on site. The engineer will
note accordingly where they left off on the emergency callback list with
who said yes or no and who was coming in. When the custodial
employee arrives on the campus they are required to check into the plant
before going to the building. At this time the engineer will call back the
RD/RA and inform them that the Custodial Services personnel is going to
the building to clean up the vomit. The RD/RA is required to meet them
there and be present with the cleanup. The Plant Utilities Assistant will bring
the custodial employee to the site in question. At that point the Central
Heating Plant’s obligation to the incident is over unless the Custodial
Services employee needs a ride back to the plant to sign out.

Academic Spaces Off Hours
This scenario should be quite rare but if a call comes in with a vomit
incident off hours in Academic space the Engineer is to:
Take down the information from the requestor regarding the location of
the incident. They will then call in our Plant Utilities Assistant and send them
out to the location. The employee will apply any treatment to temporarily
remedy the vomit, block off the area and return to the plant. The engineer
will then call in Custodial Services who will arrive to the plant, sign in and
clean up the vomit. They will gain access to any building with the help of
the assistant. Upon conclusion the custodial employee will return to the
plant and sign out.
Keep in mind, in this instance if the call comes in close to 6:30am you do
not have to call in someone for a callback. We have custodial personnel
that arrive every day at 6:30am and they will be able to clean up an
incident as they start their shift and it should not impact normal business
operations on the facility. If you need any guidance in this area speak
with Bob Moyer and he can relay any concerns with me. As I have stated
any call in Academic space should be very rare in nature.

Facilities Management
January 22nd, 2014
To:

Kirk Timperio
Barry Lawless
Bob Moyer
CHP Personnel

From:

Gary Buckman
Director – Maintenance and Operations

Subject:
CHP Emergency Call In Procedure for Utilities
______________________________________________________________________
Effective immediately, all Central Heating Plant Personnel will utilize
the following protocol when emergency situations arise within the utilities
department related to campus infrastructure. This pertains to our call in
procedure when additional staffing is needed to correct problems on the
facility off hours. This practice will be in accordance to Articles 27 and 44
of the CSEA OSU agreement.
The Plant Utilities Engineer III is the main contact for all calls. They will direct
the Central Heating Plant personnel as to which trade is needed, and will
confirm with the plant that someone has been contacted and is coming
in to address the problem. Upon the completion of the repair in question
the heating plant personnel will contact the PUE III and inform them that
the repairs have been made. All documentation will be in the plant’s log
book.
The Plant Utilities Engineer III is the sole person to make these decisions
and is not to delegate the duties to other subordinates. If the PUEIII is
scheduled off or on vacation, etc then they are to relay this information in
advance to the Central Heating Plant and to the outside Plant Utilities
Engineer II and the Central Heating Plant PUE II. Only during these
circumstances is one of the PUEII’s to be called to make decisions
regarding who will be called in to respond to an emergency. The same
methodology will apply for the PUEII regarding our procedures.

If the PUE III does not respond to emergency calls, note it in the log book
and then call the PUE II’s. If there is no response, again log it in the book.
At this point the Assistant Director of Operations for Utilities and Structures
should be called to provide directives to handle an emergency. If all of
these employees fail to be reached, then contact the Director of
Operations.
If there is a request for assistance from the Plant Utilities Assistant Grade 9
that could not resolve a problem on site that they encountered, and the
emergency does not rise to the level of immediate harm to the facility, i.e.
clogged toilet, no heat in one particular area, lock issue, fire alarm
problem, then the plant PUE I should promptly work off of the emergency
call back list (following Article 27) and call an employee in. Once they
know someone is scheduled they can contact the PUE III and either speak
to or leave a message regarding the situation. After the emergency is
rectified, the PUE I can again provide a call to the PUE III informing them
that the problem is resolved.
Let me be clear, this is not to contradict the first part of this memo
regarding chain of command and the urgency of the PUE III’s role in the
directing of staffing for critical emergencies. They are to be the point
person throughout any situation on campus. What I am stating is to be
more efficient in our efforts to provide services to the campus, on
emergencies that do not rise to epic levels (like the examples I stated
above) a PUE I should be able to easily distinguish how to handle an
emergency call.
As we always do, clearly log everything down for follow up and
reference. We do a great job in this area already so I am simply pointing
out the obvious. All levels of the Plant Utilities series are vital to our ability
to maintain the facility and I expect certain accountability as it relates to
all of our job duties.
One last reminder, be sure to have accurate and updated phone
numbers of all employees. It is critical that the supervisors inform the
Central Heating Plant of which phone numbers are to be called off hours.

Facilities Management
July 24th, 2014
To:

Structural and Utilities Supervisors

From:

Gary Buckman
Director – Maintenance and Operations

Subject:
Responsibilities for calling in excavation on campus
______________________________________________________________________
In order to clarify responsibilities when excavating for Facilities
Operations projects, all supervisors will adhere to the following procedures
effective immediately:
•

If the grounds department is performing any dig on campus it is the
responsibility of the Grounds Supervisor to contact DIGsafely
(referenced throughout by DIG), in their absence the Maintenance
Supervisor II will make the call. All correspondence and DIG
numbers should be kept in a file for review. The grounds department
or the structural supervisor will not be responsible for contacting DIG
for any other project other than in house work by their staff.

•

The Utilities Supervisors will be responsible for ensuring DIG is
contacted for any work they are coordinating that entails hiring
outside contractors to perform excavation and earth removals. The
supervisors can call DIG directly in advance of the project or they
can direct the appropriate contractor to make the call to DIG. All
utilities supervisors will confirm that the contractor did in fact
contact DIG prior to any work being performed on the campus. The
utilities supervisors will also be responsible to keep a file with all
correspondence and DIG numbers on file. The outside contractor
will have to provide you copies of the DIG information if you choose
to make them coordinate the DIG protocols.

•

No Facilities Operations staffs are obligated to contact DIG for any
Design and Construction supervised projects.

•

For ANY emergency break on the campus where excavating is
needed, a representative of the college (this can be Central
Heating Plant Personnel, or any of the supervisors called in to
address the emergency) must call 811 and press 1, then follow the
protocol that it is an emergency situation. This will engage work
crews to come out and perform emergency mark outs ASAP.
Facilities Operations staff will not start to dig until the mark out crews
arrive. We can isolate the emergency area and prepare our
equipment for the pending work until the mark out crews or
confirmations arrive.
Our area representative for the Hudson Valley area is John Yehl, his
extension is 845.661.9514. He is not to be called on in emergencies
but he can answer any questions regarding the DIGSafely
procedures.
The website for DIGSafely can be found at:
http://www.digsafelyny.com/

Facilities Management
February 1st, 2017
To:

Bob Moyer, Central Heating Plant Personnel, George Borello, Scott Lawton,
Charlie Bates, Brenda Rosenkranse, Marybeth Stewart, Jay Palen, Lora Palmeter,
Ken Wantje, Corinna Caracci, Jen Slader

From:

Gary Buckman
Director – Maintenance and Operations

Subject:
Protocol for Emergency Lock Changes – Residence Halls
______________________________________________________________________
In an effort to clarify our protocols for card access failures on the campus after our
operational first shift ends (Monday – Friday 7:30am – 4pm, 6:30am – 3pm summer hours)
Central Heating Plant and Structural personnel shall adhere to the following guidelines:
1) When a phone call is received from the campus to the Central Heating Plant regarding
a problem with card access entry, Central Heating Plant personnel are to contact the
structural general mechanic on shift to respond to the call (Monday – Friday, 3pm to
11pm after our operational first shift leaves).
2) It is the general mechanic’s responsibility to assess the problem and attempt to make
a repair. After 11pm, Monday – Friday, and on weekends it will be the Central Heating
Plant personnel’s responsibility to assess the problem and attempt to make a repair.
3) When it is determined that a temporary core change needs to be installed the
appropriate employee will obtain the control key from electronic key control box
using their personal code number. Then the employee will use the premade cores
and control key to install the core. Keys will be delivered to the RA office and a call will
be made to the RD on call phone 845.532.6765 and our employee will notify the
Residence Hall staff that the keys are delivered. It is Residence Life’s responsibility to
deliver the keys to the students.
4) The employee that made the core change shall:
a) Place the 625 core into the small brown envelop and fill out the information on the
front of the small brown envelope which includes building name, room number,
ent. core code, date and number of keys.
b) Place filled out small brown envelop with 625 core in core kit.
c) Fill out in the log book with the same information and clearly print their name.
d) Return the control key to electronic key control box using their personal code
number.
e) Keep the core box kit in an organized working order.
f) Give completed CHP work order to FOC office.

5) The FOC Office shall email: telecom@newpaltz.edu “Access Control Support” the CHP
work order and they will generate their own work order to evaluate and repair the
card access door. Once the door is repaired, “Access Control Support” shall email
FOC the completed work order stating core to be changed to 625. FOC office will
create a work order for the lock shop to remove the core and install a 625 core an
collect keys. FOC office will also email Res. Life with building and room number.
Resident life will contact RD to inform them for the students to place their key in their
own mail box.
6) Lock shop will collect and organize daily work orders that pertain to re-installing cores
and every Friday the lock shop shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Replace core with 625 core in dorm.
Place completion tag on door handle.
Pick up keys from dorm room mailbox.
Hand in completed work order(s) to FOC office.
Pick up 625 cores from the core kit at the CHP and fill out log book date, # of keys
returned, check 625 core is back in door and clearly print their name.
f) Restock core kit at the CHP.
g) Maintain the core kit.
7) CHP supervisor shall inspect “Card Access 625 Core Exchange Log Book” and core
box kit on a monthly basis and train CHP employees who are not following protocol.
All other delinquent findings in protocol shall be reported to the Lock Shop supervisor.
8) Lock shop supervisor shall inspect “Card Access 625 Core Exchange Log Book” and
core box kit on a monthly basis and train Lock Shop employees who are not following
protocol.
9) If there is an issue during the core installation which cannot be resolved (broken tail
pin, etc.) then the Central Heating Plant personnel should follow our recall overtime
procedures (In accordance with CSEA Articles 27 and 44). They will start with the lock
shop personnel for each call back and if there is no response they will contact the
structural shop personnel. If you have any questions as to who is currently on this list,
then the Plant Utilities Engineer II should contact the Maintenance Supervisor II for
clarification.
The reasoning behind this protocol is simple. It is to expedite our ability to provide a resolution
to allow a student to gain access to their room and not be impacted or locked out of their
living space during a temporary lock failure.

